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The origin of the non-physical inner-wail behaviour frequently encountered in the RKR inversion procedure is discussed. 
The RI;R procedure is found to be very sensitive to errors in the rotational data, but less demanding on the qualily of the 
xibr.kmaJ d~tn. 

l_ introduction 

The RKR inversion procedure [l-3] is well estab- 
lished as a method for obtaining accurate potential 
energy curves for both intramolecular and intermolec- 
ular forces. However. in the course of inverting vibra- 
tional and relational energy data ntany workers ltave 
obtained curious beltaviour in the imter wall r_ of tlte 
RKR potential [4-7]_ When this anomalous behaviour 
occurs the potential is found to contain a region in 
whiclt the inner wall “bends ovMY and r_ increases 
with tlte vibration quanturtt mmtber u_ In this region 
the potential is double-valued and hence is non-pltysi- 
cal. At higher values of u tite iuner wall may then be 
observed to decrease rapidly. In some work only the 
first anomaly has been noted, while others have ob- 
served both phenomena and tlte term “inner-wall 
ripple” has been applied in such cases [73 _ We shall 
first consider tlte origins of this anomalous inner-wall 
behavlour, which are shown to lie in inconsistencies 
in the rotational and vibrational data G(u) and B(u) 
used in the inversion, and then investigztte the effect 
of errors in rhe vibrational and rotational data used in 
tlte inversion on tlte ability of the RKR procedure to 
give a physically well-behaved potential_ 

2. The origin of the non-physical inner-wall behaviour 

The Klein action integralsfand g are defined to be 

du 

IG~u) - G(u)1 I” 

where r._ and r+ are respectively the inner and outer 
classical turning points of the potential at an ener,qy 
G(u) (when J = 0) and p is the reduced mass of the 
system and tlte lower limit of integation Umin, is 
approximated here as Umin = -$ , i.e. G(Umin) = 0. 
The turning points are given by 

3-r* = v2 f- 4ffg)‘lt f f _ (0 

Hence from a knowledge of the vibrational and ro- 
tational energies, the Klein integrals can be evaluated 
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and the potential function (r_(v), r+(u)) c~nst~cted. 
We wish to find the condition such that the inner 

wah r_ is a monotonic decreasing function of v. IS= 
ferentiation of (1) shows ihat this condition is 

r: =4/g-- (4ff93-)g'ff'+zf-22tf'i4f~g)'~2~~, (2) 

where the primes indicate differentiation with respect 
to u. 

The Klein integrals cannot in general be expressed 
as simple analytic functions of G(u) and B(u). How- 
ever, we may investigate analytically the special case 
in which the vibrational and rotational energies are 
parameterized in the following way: 

G(v) = WJV + $) - wcxe(v + $>’ , 

B(U) =Be --q&e+> * 

We obtain the foflowing results 

g(u)= (J#Of(v)@, -ar,/2x,)+ (k’cr.Jwex,)G(u)1~2, 

The condition (2) that the inner wall be a monotonic 
decreasing function thus becomes 

(x-‘~~/s’-u,x,)[G(~)~~” -~(v~dG(v)~~z/d~(u)~ 

=$J:u?-+44fg)I12 -$f=r -- (31 

The lfrs of this expression can be examined as a func- 
tion of (U -i- $1 by means of a Laurent exI3ansion 
about u = - f . For the ~~~ete~~~~o~ of G(u) and 
S(v) above we obtain 

$ (crJk’&) [u,(v ‘$)I l/z [I +X&J + $,(& - $F) 

+xe”(lJu+)q&$ -gFi$P)+___]<,_, (4) 

where F I=) 1 - ae /2B,X, , and X, = c.+xe jw, _ 
This is more conveniently expressed iu terms of 

separate power series in X, and cue/Be, 

(2/3k_? (cu,JB$) [U&J + $)] 113 

X([I -~X&u+$) - &@.i+ $)‘- + _.*J 

+ f$ (cr#JBJ (v + $I+ 4 (@z/B:) (u + $12 + __I 

+ CESS-s-terms) < f-_ , c% 

the cross-terms being of the order ~~~~/~e~~~ + $)2 
or higher- This equation can be used to discuss the 
origin of non-physicaI behaviour in the inner waIk we 
fmt note that the Ihs &f (5) changes much more 
rapidly with v than does the rhs, which may thus be 
considered (to first order) as a constant_ The lhs Initi- 
aIly increases with v at a rate which increases the Iarger 
oe and c+, and the smaller3,. If se/Be is sufficiently 
large this increase may eventually cause the inequality 
to be violated leading to a bending over of the inner 
wall (r: > 0). At higher v the anharmonic terms 
IX& + $)I” become important and the lhs passes 
through a maximum and then decreases. If this de- 
crease is sufficient the inequality (5) may again be 
satisfied and we obtain r: < 0 close to the top of the 
weii. 

The innerwaS behaviour can be interpreted in 
terms of B(u) and G(u): the initial bending over of the 
inner wall Is essentiaffy due to too large a vahte of ae, 
i.e. the rotationaI energies decrease too rapidly. A 
simpk way to interpret this is to associate a rapid de- 
crease in B(v)with a rapid movement of the mid-point 
of the potential : (r+ f r-_) to larger separations. This 
essentiahy “pulls”bothr+ and r_. to larger vahres of r. 

To understand the rapid decrease in r._ at the top 
of the well. we note that in the region near to disso- 
ciation, when u approaches vmav , 

Hence the we&width increases very rapidly at the tep 
of the w&_ If now the B(v) values do not decrease 
MIcientIy rapidly the change In the potential mid- 
point cannot compensate for the increasing well-width, 
with the result that r, increases rapidly but also r_ 
decreases rapidly- Clearly the form of B(u) must be 
very flexible if the inner wab is not to exhibit these 
instabilities. 

3. Relationship between the parameters for physiul 
behaviour 

Eq. (4) can be examined further to give expressions 
showing how the parameters we, X,, Be and oe must 
be related in order that the potential obtained on _ 
RKR inversion shows a physica& we&behaved tier 
wall 4 < O_ We ftrst expand r_ in eq_ (4) as a power 
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series in (u + +>I/2 _ Substitution into (3) and collect- 
ing terms then gives 

This is the inequality which must be satisfied to en- 
sure a physical solution r’ < 0. 

It is thus clear that in any p~r~~leter~ation of 
energ>~-IeveI data. the coefficients in the (u + +) ex- 
pansion are not free to sary in an unrestricted manner 
but must he within certain limits to ensure the RKR 
potential obtained on inversion has a physically well- 
behaved inner waI1. Note that for the model consider- 
ed the value of &yC is not bounded in either the first- 
or second-order appro~in~tions. The non-physics be- 
haviour of the inner waII thus depends much more 
stron& on the value of oe than w$c, in. on B’(v) 
than G’(u). 

When we come to consider real systems. the exact 
variables G(u), B(u). G'(u) and B'(u) must naturally 
satisfy the above inequalities. However, when ana- 
lysing csperimental data it is possible that errors in 
measuring these variables. or in fitting them to a func- 
tional form, will make the data used in the RKR in- 
version intrinsicahy “non-physical” in the sense dis- 
cussed above. We &III now consider the sensitivity of 
tit RKR inversion to such errors. 

4. Stability of the RKR inversion to errors in 
exyertinental data 

It has been shown above that for certain sets of 
G(u) and U(u) data the RKR procedure can lead to 
anomaious behaviour in the inner walI r_ of the po- 
tential obtained on inversion and in such cases we 
may classify the inversion procedure as unstable with 
respect to this set of data. The stability of the RKR 
inversion scheme is defined here in terms of the beha- 
siour of the imrer wall. The inversion is said to be 
stable if the potential produced on inversion has a 
monotonically decreasing inner wall rL < 0. 

To study the effect of errors in the vibrational and 
rotational energies on the stability of the RKR inver- 
sion we chose a model system in which these levels 
are given by the following equation: 

where Ylo = f25.69708; Yzo = -7.64244 X 10-l; 
I;, = --_I .77598 X 10-S; Y4* = -7.37943x IQ -5. ) 
Y- = 1.0306 x m-6; Y,, 
-%,9x 10-d; YZl 

= 290387 x lo-“: Y,, = 
=---3.36318X 10-7;Y31 = 

4.77777 X 1O-5; YeI = 3.26287 X 1O-i0 and @ = 
63.5. Such a parameterization has been proposed by 
Barrow and Yee for the B 3 ll state of I2 [8j _ The 
stability of the RKR inversion to the introduction of 
both systematic and random errors into this data was 
investigated. 

The effect of random errors in the rotational levels 
B(u) was first considered. The model rotational data 
calculated according to the parameterization above was 
taken and modified by adding a random error to each 
B(u) point. These random errors were drawn from a 
gaussIan distribution whose standard deviation was 
chosen to reflect the typical magnitude of errors en- 
countered esperintenrslly by Barrow and Yee when 
measuring rotational energies [.%I _ For levels u = 0 
to u = 41 the standard deviation was 2 X fW6 cm-I 
and for levels v = 42 to u = 77 the standard devia- 
tion was 1 X 1W5 cm- I _ The model G(u) data was 
left unmodified_ Fig. 1 compares the inner wall r_ of 
the potential obtained on inversion of the model data 
with that obtained on inversion of the data modified by 
random errors. This shows cIearIy the stabiiity of the 
RKR inversion to such random errors. To emphasize 
this point we show in fig_ 2 the results for the case 
where the standard deviations were increased to five 
times those in fig. 1_ Again the inversion shows remark- 
abte stability. This instability is probably due to the 
structure of the inversion, which involves integration 

from the bottom of the well to the level of interest, 
thus illicitly introduces a smoothing procedure 
into the method, 

The effect of random errors in the vibrational data 
was also studied. The inversion procedure again showed 
great stability to such errors. 
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Fig. 1. The sensitivity of the RKR inversion to random errors 
in B(u). The full line shows the inner wall of the potential ob- 
tamed from the model data. The points are the values of r_ 
obtained from the data modified by random errors in B(u). 
The standard deviation of the error distribution is 2 X 10m6 
cm -‘forv=Otov=41and1X10”cm-‘foru=42to 
v=77. 

The stability of the inversion to systematic errors 
in both the rotational and vibrational levels was then 
investigated. This was done by taking the model data 
characterized by the parameterization above and modi- 
fying these systematically by changing the values of 
we and oe _ For such a system we might expect the 

r_(A) 

Fip. 2. The sensitivity of the RKR inversion to random errors 
in B(u). The full line shows the inner wall of the potential ob- 
tained from the model data. The points are the values of r_ 
obtained from the data modified by random errors in B(U). 
The standard deviation of the error distribution is 1 X 10e5 
cm -rforu=Otov=41and5X10-scm-’ foru=42tov= 
77. 
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Fig. 3. The sensitivity of the RKR inversion to systematic 
error in B(u). The full lint show the inner wall of the poten- 
tial obtained from the model data with the ee value $ven in 
the paper. The other plots refer to the inversion of data ob- 
taincd using a value ai, Where 4 = tie - error. (--_) error = 10S6 
cm-* ; (- - -) error = 5 X 10s6 cm-’ ; (- - -) error = 
1 X 10” cm-t_ 

following uncertainties in we and oe when parameter- 
izing experimental results [8] : 

The model data was thus modified systematically by 
changing oe and oe by amounts in accord with these 
“experimental” uncertainties_ The results are shown in 
figs_ 3 and 4 which compare the inner wall r_ of the 

Fig 4. The sensitivity of the RKR inversion to systematic 
error in G(u).The full line shows the inner wall of the poten- 
tial obtained from the model data with the we value given in 
the paper. The other plots refer to the inversion of data using 
a value f.&.. \Qhere wk =i, e + error. (---) error = 0.1 cm-’ ; 
(- - -) error= 0.5 cm-‘; (- - -) error= 1.0 cm-‘. 
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potential ob tamed on inversion of the model data 
with those obtained on inversion of the data modified 
by systematic errors. The graphs clearly show that 
with respect to systematic error in the rotational 
energy, an error within the “esperimental” limit is 
sufficient to cause substantial non-physical behaviour 
in the potential obtained on inversion. With respect 

to systematic error in the vibrational energy, an error 
of an order of magnitude greater than that typically 
encountered e.uperimental.ly is required before non- 
physical behaviour is observed_ The RKR inversion 
procedure is thus highly sensitive to systematic error 
in the determination of rotational energies, but sensi- 
tivity to systematic error in the ~brationa~ energy is 
less pronounced _ 

It is possible to quantify the effect 6r_ on the 
inner wall due to small errors 6G and SB in the vibra- 
tional and rotational energies: such errors will cause 
the Klein integrals to change thus 

Sf = v“/G’)SG, 6g = &‘/G’)&G + (g’fB*)iSB, 

The prixnes again indicating d~ferentiation with re- 
spect to u. To tirst order in 6. the change in the value 
of the inner v.all is then 

Fr__ = C&G + C,SB . 

where 

cc_ = --f-‘/XT’. co = -~~~Ifls)““v-fg7)~*fB’. 

The rorfficients Cc and CB are rapidly varying func- 
tions of u. but we may give as orders of magnitude for 
our model system 

sr__ 0) = -IO-J6G(cm-1)+ lO%B(cm-1) _ 

Tltis equation can be used to describe the effect on 
the inner wall when S(G, B) refers to either random 
or systematic error in the vibrational-rotation data: 
For the c&se of random errors, if we consider errors in 
lhe rotational levels ouly then. for the inner wall to 
be smooth to within 10M3 A. we require B(u) values 
to be accurate to within IO-’ mlel _ Alternatively, 
considering only random G(u) error, SG would have 
to be accurate to within 10 cm_1 to ensure the inner 
wall was smooth to within 10-3 _&_ This again shows 
the greater sensitivity of the inner-wall behaviour to 
errors in the rotational levels. 

To discuss the effect of systematic error in G(u) 
and B(u) on the behaviour of the inner wall, we 
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consider the following systematic errors due to incor- 
rect parameter&ration of the vibration-rotation data: 

6G=(vi$)&+, fiB=-(v++)&,. 

Substitution into (6) then gives 

W_ = I04(v i- $)6w, - (v +$I 10”6rXe ) 

lending quantitative support to the observations above 
that a systematic error in B(v) caused by a small error 
in the parameterization of the rotational levels can 
lead to many large changes in the behaviour of the 
inner wall, whiIe errors in the parameterization of 
G(v) due to an error in we are less strongly manifest- 
ed in inner-wall behaviour- 

The great sensitivity of the inner wall of the poten- 
tial to small systematic changes in the vibration-rota- 
tion levels shows that the RKR procedure requires 
data of extremely high accuracy if the inner wall is to 
be determined with confidence. When data of suffi- 
cient accuracy has not been available, or when the 
data has been incomplete, interpolation or extrapoia- 
tion has often been used to predict the energy levels 
[6,7] _ Non-physical behaviour f > 0 may then be 
observed,and it has often been the practice to smooth 
the non-physical, or uncertainly determined region 
using a Morse curve or some similar potential 173. 
Such procedures have recently been investigated in 
some depth by Tellinghuisen and Henderson [9] _ 

5. Conclusions 

it is the structure of the RKR inversion, involving 
the simultaneous solution of equations involving 
(r,---c) and (I/r_ - l/r,) which makes the procedure 
rather unstable to small. systematic errors in the experi- 
mental data. These instabilities are due to inconsisten- 
cies in the behaviour of the vibrational and rotational 
energy levels and are made manifest by a non-physical 
behaviour f_ > 0 in the inner wall. The RKR proce- 
dure is thus highly demanding of the quality of the 
B(v) data if the inner wall is to be determined accu- 
rately, but less sensitive to the quality of C(u) data. 
This implies that the energy levels calculated from 
a potential are relatively insensitive to the details of 
the inner wall. ft is thus possible, when non-physical 
behaviour is observed, to modify the inner-wall by a 
Morse curve or similar empirical form and stili obtain 
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a potential which is essentialIy consistent with the ex- 
perimental data. 
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